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Preface
Theoretical foundations of security analysis and
design II
Security is a fast growing area of Computer Science, with increasing relevance to real
life applications such as internet transactions and electronic commerce. Theoretical foun-
dations for the analysis (or the design) of security aspects of these applications are badly
needed in order to validate and prove (or guarantee) their correctness. Recently, an IFIP
Working Group on “Theoretical Foundations of Security Analysis and Design” (see
http://www.dsi.unive.it/IFIPWG1_7/ for more details) has been established in order to pur-
sue some objectives that include at least the following:
• to investigate the theoretical foundations of security as an independent discipline with
ﬁrm grounds in logic, semantics and complexity;
• to discover and promote new areas of application of theoretical techniques in computer
security;
• to make formal methods amenable to the security practitioners, hence increasing aware-
ness of formal veriﬁcation techniques for security in the computer science community
at large.
Among the many initiatives (e.g., theWITS workshop and the school FOSAD) promoted
by the WG 1.7, there is also this special issue kindly hosted by the journal “Theoretical
Computer Science”, which is the continuation of a previous similar special issue printed as
volume 283, number 2 on June 2002.
Many papers have been solicited among those appeared in recentwell-known conferences
in the area (e.g.,WITS, ETAPS, POPL, FAST) and ﬁve of them survived the usual refereeing
process.
The selected papers, offering a good spectrum of current research in the area, are the
following:
• “Measuring the conﬁnement of concurrent probabilistic systems” (A. Di Pierro, C. Han-
kin and H. Wiklicky)
• “A computational interpretation of Dolev–Yao adversaries” (J. Herzog)
• “Using data-independence in the analysis of intrusion detection systems” (G. Lowe and
H. Rohrmair)
• “ASemantics forWebServicesAuthentication” (KarthikeyanBhargavan,Cedric Fournet
and Andrew Gordon)
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• “Weakening the Perfect EncryptionAssumption in Dolev–YaoAdversaries” (P. Degano,
and R. Zunino)
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